
Beads Chain - Wrist chain pendant for smartphones
SKU: TEBEADSCHAINK

Make your smartphone cool and keep it close to you at all times

CARRY YOUR SMARTPHONE COMFORTABLY AND SECURELY ON YOUR WRIST
Beads Chain  wrist chain pendant fits any kind of smartphone from Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, Oppo, Huawei or other
brand. This accessory is particularly convenient when you need to have your smartphone to hand, for example, on a trip or
guided tour. Don't miss the perfect moment for a photo or video and keep your mobile safe on your wrist .

VERY EASY TO FIT
If your phone has a case, it is really easy to fit the Beads Chain  wrist chain pendant: just tie the lanyard to any hole in your
case.

CUSTOMISE YOUR SMARTPHONE WITH A COOL TOUCH
This wrist pendant is available in various colours: choose your favourite and match it with your cover. The chain  makes it not
only a practical, but also a fashionable accessory to personalise your phone to the max.

KEY FEATURES:

universal for smartphones
chain-shaped
Material: acrylic



Beads Chain - Wrist chain pendant for smartphones
SKU: TEBEADSCHAINK

Technical data
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417401077  
SKU: TEBEADSCHAINK  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: Acrylic  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 3 mm  
Width Pack: 70 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 20 g  
Width Inner: 110 mm  
Amount Inner: 24  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 160 mm  
Weight Inner: 530 g  
Width Master: 230 mm  
Amount Master: 96  
Height Master: 190 mm  
Weight Master: 2575 g  
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